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NEW QUESTION: 1

A company has several AWS accounts. The accounts are shared and
used across multiple teams globally, primarily for Amazon EC2
instances. Each EC2 instance has tags for team, environment,
and cost center to ensure accurate cost allocations.
How should a DevOps Engineer help the teams audit their costs
and automate infrastructure cost optimization across multiple
shared environments and accounts?
A. Set up a scheduled script on the EC2 instances to report
utilization and store the instances in an Amazon DynamoDB
table. Create a dashboard in Amazon QuickSight with DynamoDB as
the source data to find underutilized instances. Set up
triggers from Amazon QuickSight in AWS Lambda to reduce
underutilized instances.
B. Use AWS Systems Manager to track instance utilization and
report underutilized instances to Amazon CloudWatch. Filter
data in CloudWatch based on tags for team, environment, and
cost center. Set up triggers from CloudWatch into AWS Lambda to
reduce underutilized instances
C. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule with AWS Trusted
Advisor as the source for low utilization EC2 instances.
Trigger an AWS Lambda function that filters out reported data
based on tags for each team, environment, and cost center, and
store the Lambda function in Amazon S3.
Set up a second trigger to initiate a Lambda function to reduce
underutilized instances.
D. Create a separate Amazon CloudWatch dashboard for EC2
instance tags based on cost center, environment, and team, and
publish the instance tags out using unique links for each team.
For each team, set up a CloudWatch Events rule with the
CloudWatch dashboard as the source, and set up a trigger to
initiate an AWS Lambda function to reduce underutilized
instances.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statements are true about EIGRP successor routes? (Choose
two.)
A. A successor route may be backed up by a feasible successor
route.
B. Successor routes are flagged as 'active' in the routing
table.
C. A successor route is used by EIGRP to forward traffic to a
destination.
D. Successor routes are saved in the topology table to be used
if the primary route fails.
E. Successor routes are stored in the neighbor table following
the discovery process.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk365/technologies_tech_note091
86a0080093f07.shtml

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security engineer needs to implement an MDM solution that
complies with the corporate mobile device policy.
The policy states that in order for mobile users to access
corporate resources on their devices the following requirements
must be met:
* Mobile device OSs must be patched up to the latest release
* A screen lock must be enabled (passcode or biometric)
* Corporate data must be removed if the device is reported lost
or stolen
Which of the following controls should the security engineer
configure? (Select TWO)
A. Posturing
B. Full-device encryption
C. Remote wipe
D. Containerization
E. Geofencing
F. Storage segmentation
Answer: B,C
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